






















ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 

The following table shows readings taken by an oceanographic laboratory, which 
was about 6km inland from the terminal: 

Predicted high water at Liverpool was at 1851 with a height of and it was one
day after neaps.

The graphical recording of the actual height of tide (see Diagram 2) shows that high
water occurred at 1900. It was estimated that the clock was about 3 minutes slow, so
the actual time would have been 1903; 12 minutes after predicted high water. The
graph also shows that the maximum height of tide was which was less
than predicted.

On 13January 1997, a current observation was made for the Tranmere North Stage.
This showed that at half an hour after high water (the same time as the accident) the
ebbing current was setting at a rate of about 0.1 knot.

It was dark.
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1.5 GIG-BOAT OPERATIONS AND OSPREY’S CREW

There were two gig-boats in operation for the mooring of Britannia; Osprey
forward and Mermaid each with four crew members. There were eight men on
the stage, one of whom was the foreman.

Photograph2

Gig-boat Osprey at Tranmere oil terminal after the accident

On this occasion, it was intended to make fast forward the two breast lines, followed
by four head lines and lastly two back springs (see Diagram 1).

Depending on their size and type, some ships use wire-mooring lines to make fast to 
the stage and the dolphins. Because two wires are too heavy for the gig-boat, it can
only run out one line at a time the ship to the dolphins. mooring line is 
stoppered off on the gig-boats towing post and the tail is laid along the starboard
side, with the eye on the fore deck.
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Photograph3

A view of dolphin No 8 taken from
showing the two breast lines

The dolphins consist of a round platform, which can revolve around a central post
and move up and down with the rise and fall of the tide (see Photograph3). There
is a mixture of releasable hooks and bollards over which to place the eye of the
mooring lines. The gig-boat crew members can place the eye of a mooring line over
a hook without leaving the boat. This is not the case with the bollards. Because the
hooks can be released in an emergency, and are more accessible to the gig-boat, they
are preferred to the bollards.

'

The gig-boat lands starboard side alongsidethe dolphin and head to tide. Because
the platform can revolve, the hooks may not be nearest to the ship. After the eye of
the mooring line has been placed on a hook and the ship's crew has begun to heave
in the line, the platform will turn,causing the line to slacken and then tighten with a
jerk, as the hook revolves round towards the ship.

The coxswain was 47 years old and had joined his family business of boatmen in
1969.He became a coxswain in 1974 and has been handling the moorings at
Tranmere oil terminal ever since. He was transferred to the Mersey Docks and
Harbour Company in 1985. As a result of the accident, he suffered concussion and 
various cuts and abrasions.

The first crew member was 54 years old. He had been in the merchant navy from 
1961 to 1978 and was a qualified able bodied seaman. He joined the Docks and
Stages company in 1978 and was transferred to Port of Liverpool Ancilliary Service

in 1990, giving him more than 9 years experience as a boatman. As a
result of the accident, he suffered extensive injuries to his head, ribs, back and legs. 
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The second crew member was 55 years old and had been originallytrained as a diver
before being employed as a boatman. was transferred to the Mersey Docks and 
Harbour Company in 1985. He suffered from shock as a result of the accident. 

The third crew member was 53 years old. He had been in the merchant navy from
1963to 1974and was a qualified able bodied seaman. From 1975to 1977he
worked on the Mersey ferries, which he worked for the Docks and Stages
company involving the berthing of ships in the port. He joined in March 
1997.As a result of the accident, he suffered a broken arm and the effects of
immersion in water.

1.6 THE DECK-MOORING WINCHES

Aquamaster-Rauma Ltd of Finland manufactured the deck-mooring winch. It had
two split drums and one warping end, all of which were hydraulicallypowered (see
Annex, Section 3).

The mooring drum had a nominal pull of 15 tonnes and, at this load, a hauling speed
of The brake holding load for the winch was 59 tonnes (see Annex,
Section 4).

Photograph 4

An overall picture of the starboard side forward deck-mooring winch 

Eight mooring wires were stored on drums for each fore and aft station; the wires
were 36mm in diameter with a breaking load of 91.8 tonnes. Nylon tails which were 
attached to the wires, were rated to a specified breaking load of 110tonnes. The 
deck-mooring winch being used at the time of the accident was sited about 6m aft of
the starboard anchor windlass. 
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(Note: The wire was rated at 91.8 tonnes and, fiom Annex, Section 4, it is
recommended that the winch brake should hold 60% of this figure, which is 55.I
tonnes, to give a safety margin. This latter figure is close to the tested 59 tonnes.)

Each deck-mooring winch had a single shaft to drive the two split drums (each with
a tension and a storage drum) and the warping end. Normally, one drum was
operated at a time. It had to be clutched into the shaft, by means of a lever, before
the hand wheel brake was released. To change fiom one drum to the other, the hand
wheel brake of the first drum had to be applied and the drum de-clutched before the
second drum could be engaged. Both split drums could be operated at the same time 
but only in the same direction (heave or slack) (see Photographs 4 and 5).

Photograph 5

The deck-mooring winch showing the brake and clutch mechanism

The brake holding load was tested on 28 September 1999,which confirmed that the
manufacturer’s force of 59 tonnes could still be met. The design of the winch was
such that if the brake was applied harder than at the time of the test, the holding
power could be increased to greater than 59 tonnes (see Annex, Section 4).
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1.7 TESTING OF THE NYLON TAIL

The nylon rope tail section of mooring line parted cleanly close to the splice at the
dolphin end. It was a multifilamenteight-strand rope, 80mm in diameter, 1lm long
with a certified breaking load of 110tonnes.

Photograph 6

The broken nylon tail

The had the tail examined by Lloyd’s British Testing in whose report
stated:

No mark was observed.

No visible sign deterioration was observed. 

Other than the breakpoint, the rope was in a serviceable condition.

Theposition the break indicates the rope being overloaded,as this would be
where an overload would be expected to break.

A splice is normally stronger than the rope itself and breaks tend to occur close to
the splice where there is a change of (see Annex, Section 2).
There was no distortion in the tail and it had returned to its original size. It was
uncertain whether there had been a gradual or sudden load imposed on the rope (see
Annex, Sections 1 and 2).



On 9 December 1999 the rope was released to Alfa Britannia representatives and 
was transported to Tension Technology InternationalLtd in Arbroath, Scotland, for
further examination. The latter’s initial report stated:

There is little evidence of environmental though one or twoyarn
breaks could bepossibly so attributed.Apart some limited inter-yam

lashback, there is no evidence of anyform of internal
failure.

There is considerable evidence of wearfailures (both and
abrasion) on the strand crowns adjacent to the break. 

... our overall inspectiontoday suggests tensile overloadfailure. Theform of
failure, in which all strands failed very close to each other and, adjacent
to the ‘Node’formedat the end of splice taper, is symptomatic of shock
loadingfailure.

The report observed that the rope had some surface wear, which may have reduced 
its strength, and the sample was too short to be fully tested. To quanti& the effects 
of such surface wear and damage over the whole of the tail, a realisation test 
(specified in BS 4928 and BS 5053 and incorporated into EN was carried
out in the company’s testing house in Preston. This technique tests yarns from each 
strand and layers in each strand, proportional to the number of yarns in that
layer.

Photograph 7
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